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‘ Culture is simply
a shared way of
doing something
with a passion.’
— Brian Chesky, Co-founder & CEO
Airbnb
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The Case for Culture

‘ Culture is how we do
things around here.’

Culture is a carrier of meaning. It provides
not only a shared view of ‘what is’, but also
of ‘why is’. In this view, culture is about
‘the story’ in which people in a country,
community or organisation are embedded,
and the values and rituals that reinforce
that narrative.
The culture of an organisation is therefore
the system of shared assumptions, values
and beliefs, which governs how people
behave in organisations. These shared
values have a strong influence on the
people in the organisation, and can dictate
how they perform, act, and even dress.

— Unknown

More and more, organisations are recognising
the importance of culture. A strong and
vibrant culture is an identity; a set of core
values brought to life through the actions and
behaviours of those who comprise the culture.
An explicit culture communicates what the
core mission or purpose of the organisation is.
This helps with both attracting and retaining
the right people, and supports them to remain
healthy, engaged and energised.
There are numerous different permutations
relating to the status of an organisation’s
culture. Some cultures are implicit, well
established or engrained, in either a helpful or
unhelpful way. Some cultures are aspirational,
and tightly woven to the overall organisational
purpose or mission. Others are amorphous,
loosely defined or subject to misinterpretation
due to rapid growth or merger and acquisition
activity.
Whether or not an organisation distils a
culture into a set of words or statements, the
culture still exists. We support organisations
to bring clarity, consistency and intentionality
to the type of culture they want to create.
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Our approach to organisational culture is oriented as follows:

Step 1
Engage the Senior Leadership or Executive Team...
in order to build ownership and commitment to culture.
The action of senior leaders within the organisation has a disproportionate
effect on others. They have a responsibility to model the type of behaviours
expected of others. Therefore, we suggest the Senior Team embarks
on a bespoke journey to clarify and revise fundamental elements of the
organisational culture, solidify their sense of team and build a depth of
commitment to culture.

During a blended leadership development and team coaching process,
the team will find answers to questions like:
––Who are we?
––What is important to us?
––What are we proud of?
––What makes us different?
––What are we moving towards?
––What do we believe?
––What do we want?
––What are the leadership behaviours that will model this culture?
––What are the leadership competencies required to drive this culture?
Outcomes of this process include:
––We exist to… Collective agreement on an organisational purpose statement.
––We believe… Collective agreement on a set of beliefs.
––We value… Collective agreement on a set of principles/values.
––A committed, together, cohesive coalition of people to lead the organisation.
––Collective commitment to the leadership behaviours that will demonstrate
the culture.
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Step Two

Step Three

Test and assess current culture, mobilise an internal
team, and design a plan for communicating culture…
in preparation for organisation wide socialisation.

Delivery of a ‘Culture Road Show’ programme…
to go public with the culture to the wider organisation.

TOWARD will conduct behind the scenes research with the organisation
in order to understand the gap between the reality of ‘what is’ the current
culture and where it wants to be. We will also plan the implementation
and delivery phase, and design supporting content.
Our research activities often include:
––Desk research to understand competency frameworks, organisational
goals and future plans (in order to ensure consistency and alignment).
––Focus groups or consultations with senior leaders to test outputs from
executive team process.
––Establishment of a partner mentality with the organisation’s internal
team (often Learning & Development or specific Culture function) to foster
a collaborative relationship conducive to ongoing learning and insight.
––Focus Groups / interviews consulting across a representative sample of
the organisation to identify the gap between the current culture and the
aspired culture, and to build ownership of the culture programme.
Outcomes of this phase include:
––Testing and refinement of outcomes from Senior Team process.
––Socialisation and buy-in of process from relevant people internally.
––Bespoke, co-designed delivery programme to meet the needs
of the organisation.
––Agreement on delivery mechanism, i.e. Who? Where? When? Why?

We believe in the power of story to convey meaning and inspire others.
We suggest the organisation will identifies a leadership population they
would like to engage with at face-to-face events. This marks the beginning
of a cascading process by which the culture will begin to be known at all
corners of the organisation.
In our view, the purpose of these events is twofold:
1. For the Senior Leadership team to display commitment to the culture
by being present and visible at events, and authentically telling stories
about the culture which brings it to life for others.
2. For a population of Senior Leaders to come together to build energy,
enthusiasm and the ability to lead out and successfully cascade the
culture within their own spheres of influence.
We have successfully delivered such programmes in the past by conducting
a series of two-day to week-long events, reaching up to 600 people.
Our experiential learning processes at the events ensure leaders:
––Leave the events with the ability to use storytelling as a tool to
communicate the meaning behind the culture in a way that resonates.
––Have the opportunity to test out their own personal purpose, values and
identity against those of the organisation: this increases the likelihood
of committed, resilient and authentic leadership.
––Understand fundamental human responses to change initiatives, so they
are able to successfully lead others through any internal transitions or
recalibrations they may have to make.
––Have developed and committed to their own personal action plan which
they will implement with their teams to drive the process of cascading,
embedding and sustaining the culture across the organisation.
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Step Four
Creation of supplementary resources to support
on-going sustaining and embedding of the culture.
We will build out a suite of options to support ongoing cascading, embedding
and sustaining of practices that will maintain momentum following any culture
roadshow events.
Particularly useful resources we have created or services we have provided in
the past include:
Supervision & Coaching
Organisations are often able to identify people who ‘exemplify the culture’.
Through their actions and behaviours they embody the culture. These people
become ‘champions’ of the culture implementation movement, and are formally
identified as such by the organisation. They spearhead initiatives, become a
go-to person for information, and support local culture related activities. We will
provide ongoing supervision or coaching for such individuals, ensuring they are
supported in the crucial role they have.

Handbook
We will create a physical culture ‘field manual’, which every leader can carry
with them at all times. This will contain articles, models, activities, scripts and
exercises, all related to the culture, which a leader can draw on when needed.
Whether a leader wants to make culture the focus of their next team meeting,
wants to make culture the focus of their next one-on-one with their reports, or
deliver performance related feedback in a culturally aligned way, they will find
helpful resources in their handbook.
Virtual resources
We will support the creation of on-going digital resources, either in the form
of online articles, podcasts or videos. This can be regularly updated, ensuring
fresh, relevant content is readily available.

Endorsements
‘ Concentrix prides itself on its passion and
commitment to its distinct culture. The TOWARD
team helped us, at a critical time in our business,
articulate specific culture statements that have
proved to be the uniting force of our success and
the value we bring to our clients’ businesses.
With TOWARD’s help, we were able to bring
to life consistent, powerful understanding and
internalization of each statement across more than
240,000 staff in 40+ countries through the use of
experiential learning processes and storytelling.’
— Steve Richie, Senior Vice President Legal & Human Resources, Concentrix
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We create space.
We develop leaders.
We coach teams.
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